In the last years, researchers have realized the difficulties of fitting power-law distributions properly. These difficulties are higher in Zipf's systems, due to the discreteness of the variables and to the existence of two representations for these systems, i.e., two versions about which is the random variable to fit. The discreteness implies that a power law in one of the representations is not a power law in the other, and vice versa. We generate synthetic power laws in both representations and apply a state-of-the-art fitting method (based on maximum-likelihood plus a goodness-of-fit test) for each of the two random variables. It is important to stress that the method does not fit the whole distribution, but the tail, understood as the part of a distribution above a cut-off that separates non-power-law behavior from power-law behavior. We find that, no matter which random variable is power-law distributed, the rank-size representation is not adequate for fitting, whereas the representation in terms of the distribution of sizes leads to the recovery of the simulated exponents, may be with some bias.
INTRODUCTION
Power-law distributions are supposed to show up in the statistics of many complex systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, the fitting of power-law distributions, or more precisely, power-law tails, is a delicated issue [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Zipf's systems constitute a very special but important area in complexsystems science for which power-law fitting is particularly involving. Since its formulation, more than 100 years ago, Zipf's law has emerged as a paradigm in the statistics of social, economic, cognitive, biological, and technological processes. Indeed, this law, of empirical nature, has been proposed to hold for many different complex systems [4, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ].
Zipf's systems can be described in the following simple way. Let us consider a system composed by some entities, which we call types, and that each of these types can be characterized by a certain discrete "size"; further, each elementary unit of size will constitute a token. If the system is a text, each appearance of a word is a token corresponding to the type given by the word itself; then, the size of a type will be its number of appearances (i.e., its absolute frequency) [18] [19] [20] . For a country, the tokens will be its citizens, whereas the types can be the cities where they live [21] , or their family names [], etc.; the size of each type will be the population associated to it. Another possibility is that the tokens are monetary units (let us say, richness translated into one-dollar pieces) and the types are the persons owing that money; the measure of the "size" of one person will be, in these terms, his/her richness (for other examples see, e.g., Ref. [22] and Table I ).
Zipf's law deals with how these tokens are distributed into types. Counting the number of tokens that correspond to any type allows one not only to define the size n of the types but also their rank r, which is the position of each type when these are ordered by decreasing size. Then, n(r) is the number of tokens of the type with rank r. For instance, in the book Ulysses (by James Joyce), the rank r = 1 corresponds to type the, as this is the most common word type; for the population of US cities, r = 1 corresponds to New York; and for US wealth, the person ranked at the top is William Henry Gates III; the size of these types is n(r = 1) = 14, 934 appearances, 8,622,698 inhabitants, and 95 × 10 9 dollars, respectively (at the moment of writing this article). If several types have the same size (which is common for low sizes), the assignation of the rank among them is arbitrary.
The dependence between size n and rank r (necessarily non-increasing) yields the ranksize (or size-rank) or rank-frequency relation, and a first form of Zipf's law holds when both n and r are related through a decreasing power law, i.e.,
with exponent α more or less close to one, and the symbol "∝" denoting proportionality.
This formulation will be referred to as the Zipf's law for types, as it is obtained from the statistics of types (counting their repetitions, i.e., their tokens). Note that we do not sustain that a Zipf's system has to fulfill Zipf's law (in any of the two forms considered in this article). RW denotes a random walk.
System/discipline tokens types An equivalent description of this sort of systems is possible in terms of the distribution of sizes (or distribution of frequencies). For that, one counts not only the repetitions of each type (i.e., its size n) but also the repetitions of each size, i.e., one counts the number of types with a given size [19, 23] . In probabilistic terms this means that the size of the types is considered as a random variable, which is for which the statistics is performed. Then, f (n), the probability mass function of n, is the quantity of interest. Zipf's law for sizes holds when
where, remember, the symbol "∝" denotes proportionality (not asymptotic behavior). Many authors have argued or assumed that both forms of Zipf's law, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), are equivalent [4, 14, 23] , with a relation between their exponents given by
but the equivalence only holds exactly asymptotically, for large n, i.e., for low ranks [24] .
We will turn to this important issue below.
In the second version of the law it may seem strange that one needs to perform double statistics -first the statistics of types, counting tokens to obtain the size of every rank (i.e., of every type), and then the statistics of sizes, counting types, to obtain the number of types of a given size. This is indeed the case in text statistics, where the frequency obtained counting tokens takes the role of the random variable, which needs to be counted also, within this framework. In contrast, in other systems where Zipf's law is supposed to hold, such as cities, Zipf's law can be obtained directly for the statistics of the sizes n of the studied entities, which are usually known from the beginning (we do not need to go city by city counting all their inhabitants). Nevertheless, this does not constitute a fundamental difference between both kinds of systems, and the only difference comes in the way the data are usually available.
In order to dissipate any misunderstanding, it is useful to clarify what n(r) and f (n) mean in practice. If one picks randomly a token from a system (e.g., a person from the census), the probability that it corresponds to the type (to the city) with rank r is given by n(r)/L (where L is system size, i.e., the total number of tokens, i.e., the sum of the sizes of all types). Knowledge of n(r) allows one to build a directory (a list of cities, a dictionary...)
with the sizes n(r) of all types; then, if one picks (randomly) a type from the directory (a city from the list of cities), the probability that it has size n in the system is f (n). There is still a third distribution, given by nf (n)/ n (if n , the mean of n, is finite), which represents the probability that, if one picks randomly a token from system (a person from the census), it corresponds to any type (any city) of size n. As this latter distribution is directly related to f (n), it will not be considered in this article.
In this article we address the question about which the best approach to verify the fulfillment of Zipf's law is, understood either as a power-law relation in the rank-size representation, Eq. (1), or as a power law for the distribution of sizes, Eq. (2). Taking for granted that the most suitable way to fit power-law (or any other "well behaved") probability distribution [6] [7] [8] is maximum likelihood (ML) estimation [25] , we will apply this method both to the rank-size relation n(r) and to the distribution of sizes f (n) for simulated systems. We will use a state-of-the art fitting procedure [10] , which in addition to ML estimation also incorporates a goodness-of-fit test (the testing is necessary in order to evaluate the goodness or badness of the ML fit; ML estimation does not provide goodness of fit). The fitting procedure pretends to be an improvement of the well-known Clauset et al.'s method [8] , and it will be applied to power laws without upper truncation; these are power laws that do not have an upper cut-off, i.e., non-truncated power laws referred here simply as power laws.
(Note that, although Clauset et al.'s method applies only to non-truncated power laws, the alternative given by Ref. [10] can be applied to both non-truncated and truncated power laws.)
As the two definitions of Zipf's law (for types and for sizes) are not fully equivalent, we simulate random systems for the two versions of the law (and, as mentioned, study each system both using n(r) and f (n)). This yields four different cases of study, which are further doubled when one distinguishes between continuous and discrete distributions. In quantitative linguistics, the overwhelming majority of research has focused on rank as the random variable [18, 22, 26, 27] (some exceptions are Refs. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] ), Here we argue that the alternative track of fitting the distribution of sizes has some clear advantages over ranks and is unavoidable if one wants to use maximum-likelihood estimation.
Next, we present the statistical frameworks used for modelling Zipf's law and how the two representations of this law are not equivalent. In the third section we simulate the two versions of the law and try to recover the known input parameters using maximum likelihood estimation applied to the two representations; the advantages of maximum-likelihood estimation and its practical application are briefly explained. The last section contains a discussion providing further support for the distribution of sizes, and finally, an appendix explains the complete fitting procedure for the discrete case, including how to simulate Zipf's law. This article can be considered a complement or an alternative to Ref. [33] .
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ZIPF'S LAWS FOR TYPES AND FOR SIZES
In order to proceed, we need two useful quantities: the number of tokens L, also referred to as size of the system, and the number of types V (vocabulary for a text). These are empirical quantities related through
Of course, V ≤ L, and in any non-trivial case, V < L. It is important to mention that in our analysis we will not consider data outside the power-law range (to be determined below by the fitting procedure), and therefore, V and L do not correspond to the complete empirical data but to a restricted, truncated data set. For the complete (total) data set we will use the notation V tot and L tot .
Zipf 's law for types
Let us now assume that Zipf's law for types, Eq. (1), holds empirically up to some maximum range r b , that is,
for 1 ≤ r ≤ r b , with r b = V and with A an appropriate normalization constant scaling linearly with system size. (we do not consider the behavior of n(r) for r > r b , we assume deviations from the power law we are not interested in). It turns out to be that Zipf's law for types can be written as
for n = n a , n a + 1 . . . , with n a the size associated to r b , i.e., n(r b ) = n a , B some constant (B = A β /V ), β = 1/α and S(n) the complementary cumulative distribution of the size, also called survivor function, i.e., the probability that the size of a type is equal to or above a particular value n; in a formula, S(n) = Prob [size ≥ n]. Indeed, by its definition, the estimation of S(n) is given by S(n) = r/V [4, 34] , and if n is not too low the estimation of S(n) will be very close to the true S(n); then, the inversion of Eq. (4) leads directly to Eq.
(5), equivalently, see Refs. [14, 23] . When several types have the same size, the r used in the calculation of S(n) has to be the one with the largest value among those types (due to our definition of S(n), which contains the "≥" inequality).
Going one step further, we can obtain the probability mass function of n for the Zipf's law for types, as f (n) = S(n) − S(n + 1) (from the definition f (n) = Prob [size = n]); then,
for n = n a , n a + 1, . . . (using the binomial theorem and the geometrical series). A similar result has been obtained for β = 1 in Refs. [18, 35] . So, Zipf's law for tokens, Eq. (4), leads to a power-law distribution f (n) ∝ 1/n γ only for infinitely large n, with
We see how a pure discrete power-law form for n(r), Eq. (4), does not lead to a pure power law for the probability mass function of the size, f (n), in the sense that although the power law is fulfilled for the rank-size relation, it will not hold for f (n).
This issue has received very little attention in the literature, as one is usually interested in the fulfillment of Zipf's law in an almost qualitative sense, for instance just by plotting the logarithm of either n(r), S(n), or f (n) versus log r or log n and obtaining something reminiscent of a straight line in some part of the plot (then, the distinction between a pure and an asymptotic power law becomes diluted).
A notable exception is provided by Mandelbrot [24] , who calculated f (n) when L tot tokens are drawn randomly and independently of each other from Zipf's law for tokens, Eq. (4),
with an infinite population (r b → ∞). In contrast to the previous case, Zipf's law in the form of Eq. (4) is supposed to hold not only for a single empirical sample of the system but for the underlying population. Mandelbrot's result, for large L tot , was
for n = 1, 2, . . . , with Γ the gamma function [36] . For large n the quotient of gamma functions tends to 1/n β+1 (using Stirling's approximation), and again, one gets a power law for f (n) only asymptotically. Using the normalization given by the right-hand term we find the relation V = Γ(1 − β)A β , which is essentially Heaps' law [18, 34] , also called the type-token relationship [24] (as, as mentioned, A has to scale linearly with system size). In terms of S(n) one gets
Zipf 's law for sizes
Nevertheless, strictly speaking, for a random variable n (size) a discrete power-law distribution is defined in terms of f (n) and neither in terms of S(n) (although there seems to be some confusion, as in Ref. [37] ) nor in terms of its underlying rank-size relation. So, when considering the size of types as a discrete random variable, a power-law distribution would mean that the size probability mass function is given by
for n = n a , n a + 1, . . . with γ > 1 and ζ(γ, n a ) the Hurwitz zeta function (a generalization of the Riemann zeta function), defined as
and providing the normalization of the distribution. The corresponding cumulative distribution function is obtained from
yielding
which does not have a power-law shape, strictly. The empirical rank-size relation corresponding to this distribution of sizes is given by
2 is the inverse of the Hurwitz zeta function with respect its second argument. Note that although, commonly, the empirical frequency takes values in the range n ≥ 1, the theoretical f (n) is only defined for n ≥ n a , and in general n a > 1 or even n a 1.
The range n ≥ n a is what we define as the tail of the distribution, which means that all values of n below n a are disregarded for the power-law fit (this is within the same philosophy as Clauset et al. [8] ).
As outlined in the introduction, the previous equation for f (n), Eq. (8), can be understood as a second, different definition of Zipf's law (alternative to Eqs. (4)), which we call Zipf's law for sizes (as, by counting repetitions of the size variable, it leads to a power law). Both definitions of Zipf's law [Eqs. (4) and (8)] are not equivalent, only asymptotically equivalent in the limit of large n, i.e., small r. The distinction between the definitions would not be present if n were a continuous variable, so, it is an effect of the discreteness of the tokens. Although the descriptions of systems candidate to fulfill Zipf's law in terms of the rank-size (or rank-frequency) plot and in terms of the distribution of sizes are fully equivalent (in the sense that one can recover any of the two with the knowledge of the other [18, 19] ), a power-law relationship in one case does not imply a power law in the other, and
reciprocally. This leads to the two distinct definitions of Zipf's law just explained.
In summary, we have two representations of Zipf's systems, in terms of the rank-size relation or in terms of the distribution of sizes, and both approaches are equivalent to describe such systems. However, a pure power law in one of the representations does not imply a pure power law in the other, and vice versa, and therefore we have two alternative, different definitions of Zipf's law.
SIMULATIONS OF ZIPF'S SYSTEMS AND RECOVERING OF POWER-LAW RE-LATIONSHIPS
In this section we deal with simulated systems built using any of the two different versions of Zipf's law discussed above, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respectively. The empirical values of the power-law exponents will be obtained by means of maximum likelihood estimation applied in any case to both the rank-size relation n(r) and the distribution of sizes f (n).
Further, for illustrative and simplifying purposes, we will compare the results of applying the ML-estimation formulas for continuous power laws (which is an approximate method for the discrete systems we are interested in) with the results of ML estimation when the discreteness of the power-law distributions is taken into account. For continuous power laws we apply the method developed in Refs. [10, 38] (see also Ref. [11] ). The procedure for discrete power-law distributions is fully explained in our Appendix. Motivation and an overview of both procedures follows.
Maximum likelihood estimation and goodness-of-fit tests
The superiority of ML estimation in front of other methods of fitting has already been pointed out by several authors. In particular, for many years the most common used method, at least for fitting Zipf's law (and in complex-systems in general), has been least-squares
fitting. Important problems arise in this case when the empirical probability density or the empirical mass function (for which the minimization with respect the fitting curve is performed) are obtained using naive linear binning [6-8, 39, 40] . Logarithmic binning of this function corrects some of these flaws (when empty bins are not present), as it does also the least-squares fitting of the cumulative distribution (showing however other problems [41, 42] ), but still the least-squares method shows a considerable bias, high variance, and bin-size dependence, and yields distributions that are not normalized (as it does not use the fact that the curves to be fit are probability distributions).
In contrast, the ML estimator (for distributions in the exponential family, where the power law belongs) is the one with minimum variance among all asymptotically unbiased estimators, a property which is called asymptotic efficiency [6, 7, 25] . Another advantage of this estimator is that it is invariant under reparameterizations [10, 43] ; in other words, ML fits the distribution, not the parameters. For all these reasons, ML estimation is employed in this article for the study of Zipf's law.
Given a continuous, non-truncated power-law distribution,
for x ≥ a > 0 with g(x) the probability density of x and a the lower cut-off, the ML estimation of the exponent τ is straightforwardly obtained aŝ
where G a is the geometric mean of the values of x in the sample fulfilling x ≥ a, see Refs. [8, 10] . For a discrete, non-truncated power-law distribution,
for x = a, a + 1, . . . (with g(x) the probability mass function and ζ(τ, a) the Hurwitz zeta function defined in the previous section), the ML estimation of τ comes from the value that maximizes the (per-datum) log-likelihood
In this case a closed solution forτ is not possible, due to the presence of the function ζ(τ, a) in the expression, and one has to perform the maximization numerically [8, 44] . It is clear that ML estimation for power-law distributions is much simpler for continuous random variables, and for this reason it will be used here, together with the more complicated discrete case (which is the natural procedure). The random variable x and the exponent τ will represent either the rank r and the exponent α appearing in the version of Zipf's law for types, Eqs.
(1) or (4), or the size n and the exponent γ of Zipf's law for sizes, Eqs. (2) or (8) .
In order to be more general, the power-law fitting is not performed in the full range x ≥ 1 but for the upper tail of the distribution, whose starting point is given by the parameter a (which could take the value a = 1 as a particular case and corresponds to r a and n a in each of the two representations). This allows one to deal with empirical distributions that are not pure power laws but only asymptotic power laws. When the number of data is not infinite (i.e., always, in practice) there will exist a value of a for which an asymptotic power law will be confused with a pure power-law; the fact of fitting power-law tails takes advantage of this fact [12] .
As, a priori, a is undetermined, one needs to do the fits for different values of a, and compare the goodness of each fit (we sweep 20 values of a per order of magnitude, equispaced in log-scale). We take the smaller value of a for which the fit is clearly non-rejectable (p−value greater than 0.2), using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test for which the distribution of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is calculated from 100 Monte-Carlo simulations [10, 44] . The simulations will allow us also to estimate the standard deviation of the estimated value of the exponent. This approach to power-law fitting and testing is inspired in Clauset et al.'s method [8] , but correcting some of its important shortcomings [9, 10] .
Simulation of Zipf 's law with rank as the random variable
Let us generate a synthetic sample of a Zipf's system, taking tokens from the types contained in a directory (e.g., word types in a special dictionary), which, in addition to the list of all possible types also contains their global size or global frequency in the population.
We assume that these global sizes n come from a discrete power-law distribution, as
for z = 1, 2, . . . , where α > 1 and z denotes the values of a random variable associated to each type. Notice that the random variable z just represents an arbitrary labelling of the types and it has no physical meaning (except for its monotonic relation with n(r)). This is the same model considered by Mandelbrot and mentioned above [24] , for which the number of possible types (number of possible values of z in the population) is infinite. If we draw a sample of L tot independent random numbers following the previous distribution we obtain a sequence of tokens, which constitutes our system of size L tot . By construction, this is a Zipf 's system obeying, in principle, Zipf's law for types. The algorithm to simulate the discrete power-law distribution is explained in the Appendix and is a generalization of the one presented in Ref. [45] .
A plot showing the resulting of the process for a particular realization with α = 1.2
and L tot = 10 6 is displayed in Fig. 1 . The observed sizes n of each type (or absolute frequencies, just counting tokens with the same z) are plotted versus z; in addition, a less naive estimation of the distribution of z is obtained by adapting the logarithmic-binning procedure explained in Refs. [46, 47] to discrete distribution, see the Appendix. (Note that for a power law without upper truncation the value of z can become colossal if the exponent α is close to one, as shown in Fig. 1 , but this weird fact is not relevant in our argument.)
However, in practice one has only access to the resulting sizes n of the different types and not to the random variable z, which we may consider then a hidden variable (i.e., a hidden rank with no physical representation that one can measure). The substitution of z by the rank r is a useful trick, performed ordering the resulting types (only those contained in the sequence) by decreasing size n, and assigning rank values from 1 to V tot (remember that V tot is the total number of resulting types, and equal to 133,146 in the realization of our example). This failure of correspondence is due to the unavoidable statistical fluctuations in finite samples, which make that although the probability of z 1 is higher than that of z 2 if z 1 < z 2 , the value of z 1 does not appear necessarily more frequently than that of z 2 if z 1 is large enough; even more, z 1 may not appear at all in the sample. So, the rank is not a proper random variable. This can be seen more clearly from the definition of the random-variable concept: one has to associate events to (natural) numbers for the whole sample space [48] , but in the case of ranks the association is done a posteriori, after the random sample is drawn; so, different samples lead to different assignations. Let us apply the maximum-likelihood-estimation method, together with the goodness-offit testing procedure referred to in the previous subsection, to the rank data obtained from the simulation. To be precise, the quantities defined in the previous subsection, x, g(x), τ , and a correspond to r, n(r)/L, α, and r a , respectively. The outcome of the procedure leads to the rejection of the power-law distribution for r, no matter the minimum value r a used to truncate the distribution from below, and no matter also if a discrete or a continuous power law is fit; that is, we do not find p−values larger than the 0.20 threshold for any value of r a . So, no power-law distribution can be fit to the rank-size relation by ML estimation, although the relation is constructed from a true power law. For the particular example used for illustration, the case r a = 1 leads toα = 1.2214 ± 0.0002 for the discrete fit and α = 1.2516 ± 0.0003 for the continuous fit, close to the original value (with some positive bias) but rejected for the reasons described below (as a test of consistence, for the fit with the hidden rank z and r a = 1 we getα = 1.1994 ± 0.0002). Figure 2 shows the positive bias of the ML estimationα for different system sizes L tot .
Indeed, a true power law would generate much higher values of the variable (well beyond the 133,146 of maximum rank in our example), which would lead to larger geometric mean and to smaller exponents, through Eqs. (12) or (13) . So, the fact that r < z for large z leads to an underestimation of the geometric mean of the variable and to an overestimation of the exponent. The bias is specially pronounced for large r a , corresponding to a decreasing number of data in the power law. Nevertheless, the rejection of the power law is achieved through the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, due to the lack of resemblance of the rank data with true power-law distributed data. Visual inspection of the rightmost part of Figure 1 seems to indicate that a "flat" power law, i.e., one with an exponent equal to zero, could fit the largest ranks (those with n = 1); nevertheless, such distribution is not normalizable when defined over an infinite support and cannot arise therefore from the ML formalism (except if one introduces an upper truncation in the power law). On the other side, one could envisage a goodness-of-fit test in which empirical rank-size data are compared with simulated ranksize data. This is not contemplated in the standard algorithms provided in Refs. [8, 10] and it will be the subject of future research.
On the contrary, application of ML estimation to the distribution of type sizes f (n) (counting how many types have a given size) leads to the acceptance (that is, no rejection) of the power-law hypothesis for precise values of the lower cut-off n a . The correspondence with the quantities of subsection is x = n, g(x) = f (n), τ = γ, and a = n a . In the concrete example mentioned above with α = 1.2 we get, for discrete ML estimation, an estimated power-law exponentγ = 1.86 ± 0.01 starting to hold for n ≥ 7, with a p−value 0.85. In the simpler continuous approximation the results areγ = 1.84 ± 0.02 for n ≥ 32, with a p−value 0.29. The corresponding values of α are, using Eq. (6),α = 1.16 and α = 1.19, respectively, so, there is some bias (the true exponent of the asymptotic power law is γ = 1 + 1/1.2 = 1.833, after Eq. (6)). Both fits are shown in Fig. 3(a) in terms of f (n) and S(n). The "translation" of the fits into the rank-size format appears in Fig. 3(b) . Table II These results lead to the remarkable situation that although the underlying pure Zipf's law may be valid for types, we find the distribution of sizes f (n) more reliable than the statistics of types n(r) in order to test the power-law hypothesis when the best method of parameter estimation (ML, as explained in the previous subsection) is used [10] . In fact, the approximate continuous procedure seems to yield better results than the exact discrete case.
The reason is that the true empirical distribution of sizes is only a power-law asymptotically, and presents a strong excess of probability for the smallest values of n (in comparison with a pure power law). As the continuous ML method works worse for discrete data, it rejects the power-law hypothesis for small values of n a , avoiding the deviations from the power law and yielding an exponent closer to the original one. In contrast, the discrete ML method is able to accept the hypothesis for smaller n a 's, at the price that there is a certain bias in the value of the exponent. In practice, both fits look very satisfactory, as shown in Fig. 3, although, due to its smaller bias one may prefer the continuous case. Figure 4 shows the biased result for the exponentγ for small values of the lower cut-off n a . Note that it is not the ML method that leads to biased results, but that the distribution deviates from a power law when small values of n are taken into account, as seen in Fig. 3(a) .
Simulation of Zipf 's law with size as the random variable
Now we generate a synthetic Zipf's law not for types (as in the previous subsection) but for sizes, i.e., the discrete power-law distribution for f (n), Eq. (8), holds exactly in the population. Thus (in order to compare with that subsection), we generate V tot = 133, 000 independent random numbers from a discrete power law, f (n) = 1/[ζ(γ)n γ ], defined for n = 1, 2, . . . (i.e., n a = 1), with ζ(γ) = ζ(γ, 1) the Riemann zeta function and exponent γ = 1.833 (corresponding to α = 1.2), using the algorithm explained in the Appendix. Each of these random numbers represents the size n of a type, and so, f (n) is obtained directly from the statistics of n. To plot the rank-size relation we order the list of types by decreasing value of n, and assign ranks r = 1, 2, . . . V tot .
In order to apply ML estimation to the rank variable we need to generate a synthetic system of tokens (the key step is the calculation of the empirical value of the geometric mean of the random variable r Eqs. (12) and (13)), this is done by creating n(r) copies of each of the V tot types, each labeled by its corresponding rank r. This list of L tot values is the data entering as the input of the ML routine in the rank-size approach. This procedure leads to the same results as in the previous subsection, that is, the power-law hypothesis for the rank-size relation is rejected, no matter how large the value of the lower cut-off r a is.
In contrast, ML for the random variable n leads to the acceptance of the existence of a power-law distribution. This is obvious, as n comes indeed from a power-law distribution, for which, at variance with the Zipf's law for types, the value of its random variable is not hidden. The results for the selected example (equivalent to Fig. 1 ) areγ = 1.835 ± 0.004 for n ≥ 2, with a p−value 0.31 for ML estimation of a discrete power law andγ = 1.838 ± 0.015 for n ≥ 56, with a p−value 0.23 for the continuous-version approximation. Figure 5 (a) shows the direct outcome of the fit, both in terms of f (n) and S(n), whereas Fig. 5(b) shows how the fit of the distribution of n translates into the rank-size representation.
Note that the resulting system size, L tot = Vtot r=1 n(r), turns out to be, in the particular realization chosen as an example, L tot = 3, 417, 385. The large difference with the value L tot = 10 6 used in the previous subsection for about the same V tot is due to the distinct balance between types with n = 1 and the rest. In the simulation using Zipf's law for types there was an excess of very small n−values; so, for the same V tot the size of the system L tot becomes smaller there. Figure 6 shows together, in order to ease the comparison, the f (n)
resulting from simulating Zipf's law for types (previous subsection) with Zipf's law for sizes (this subsection).
Another source of variation in the value of the resulting system size L tot is that this arises as a sum of independent power-law distributed frequencies n. As the exponent of the power law γ is smaller than 2, the law of large numbers does not apply and the sum is not scaling linearly with the number of terms (types) V tot . Instead, the sum is broadly distributed, as the generalized central limit theorem teaches us [49] [50] [51] . Table III provides In this case it is clear that the discrete fit is preferred, as it leads to a much smaller value of n a , which yields more data in the power-law regime and a smaller uncertainty in the exponent.
DISCUSSION
We have shown, empirically, the clear advantages of looking for the fulfillment of Zipf's law by using maximum likelihood estimation applied to the distribution of sizes, instead of to the rank-size relation. Table IV summarizes our results. Other arguments in favor of the distribution of sizes can be the following:
• Parsimony (number of parameters).
According to standard model selection, the evaluation of the goodness of a model (e.g., a power law) must be based not only on the quality of the fit of the model but also on a penalty for the number of parameters employed [52] . The fact that α = 1/(γ − 1) (recall Eq. 6) means that if γ ≥ 2 then α ≤ 1. These values of the exponent have been claimed for human language under certain conditions [53] . The problem is that a power-law distribution needs α > 1 for normalization (otherwise, the summation of the probabilities does not converge). Therefore, when sizes are taken for statistical modeling, just two parameters suffice for a power-law description: γ and a minimum cut-off n a ; in contrast, the corresponding power-law for ranks needs three parameters: α, a minimum rank r a , and a maximum rank r b . In fact, this maximum rank is unavoidable in practice, even for α > 1, due to the distortions introduced in the rank-size relation by the artifactual nature of the rank (as we have seen, because of the plateaus corresponding to the smallest frequencies, which lead to the rejection of the non-truncated power-law hypothesis for ranks). We have not considered truncated power laws in this article [27] , but it is clear from our results that their use for the rank-size relation must be accompanied by model selection criteria such as BIC, AIC, etc. [52] , if a comparison with the representation in terms of the distribution of sizes is going to be performed.
• Bias for a negative correlation.
The definition of rank forces the size (i.e., the number of tokens) of a rank to not increase as rank increases. This implies a negative correlation between a rank and its size. In contrast, the number of types with a certain size is free with regard to size, in principle: it can increase, decrease or remain constant as size increases. This difference is vital for model testing as the null hypothesis of a power law might be harder to reject in terms of the rank-size relation because of this correlation. The situation is analogous to the problems arising when fitting a probability distribution from its cumulative distribution function [41] . In our case, although we get p−values equal to zero when a non-truncated power law is fit to the rank-size relation, the opposite effect, leading to inflated p−values, may arise if we truncate the rank-size power law at a maximum value r b . Indeed, we have some preliminary results indicating that between r = 100 and 1000 the p−values of a rank-size relation generated from a discrete power law with exponent α = 1.2 are not uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 but biased to the high values. An opposite argument (against the distribution of sizes and in favor of the rank-size relation) can be that the distribution-of-sizes approach entails a substantial reduction in the number of data when the texts are large. Indeed, Heaps' law [18, 34] approximately relates vocabulary (empirical number of types) with text length (empirical number of tokens) as
is large (we have clearly seen this in the example chosen for several figures, with L tot = 10 6 and V tot 133, 000). This can make the power-law hypothesis more difficult to reject in the distribution-of-sizes representation.
Nevertheless, the advantages shown in this article for the distribution-of-sizes representation overcome this little disadvantage.
In summary, we have presented wide evidence that the description of Zipf's power law is a different matter in terms of the rank-size relation and in terms of the distribution of sizes. In other words, both descriptions lead to different distributions of tokens into types. Whatever version of Zipf's law might hold in real systems, or even, if neither of the two versions is expected to hold, the application of maximum likelihood estimation has to be done taking the size as the random variable. We recommend working therefore in the distribution-of-sizes representation.
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APPENDIX Fitting and testing discrete power laws
We now explain the procedure of finding accurate values of the parameters that describe the discrete power-law distribution Our method is based in the one by Clauset et al. [8] , but introducing important modifications that yield a better performance [9, 38] . As the continuous case is treated in those references we explain here the peculiarities of the discrete fitting. In the exposition we use a generic representation that is valid both for the rank-size representation and for the distribution of sizes. Generic representation
Let us consider a discrete power-law distribution, defined for x ≥ a, with a a natural number (a ≥ 1). The corresponding probability mass function is for a = 1, ζ becomes the standard Riemann zeta function, and the distribution is called the Riemann zeta distribution (or rather confusingly, the discrete Pareto distribution [37] ). The corresponding (complementary) cumulative distribution function is
,
Our approach fits the value of τ corresponding to different values of a and selects the one that yields the largest power-law range provided that the quality of the fit is acceptable, as explained next.
ML estimation and computation of the Hurwitz zeta function
The first step (step 1) then is the fitting of τ . The method we use is maximum likelihood estimation. Considering a as a fixed parameter, the (per-datum) log-likelihood function for a discrete power-law distribution is defined as the logarithm of the likelihood function, divided by the total number of data N a in the power-law range (i.e., those for which x ≥ a);
this is,
with x i the recorded values of x, numbered from i = 1 to N a . Values below a must be disregarded. This yields
where G a is the geometric mean of the data in the range, that is,
for x i ≥ a. As a and the data are constants, is only a function of τ , and the maximum of this function yields the estimation of τ , which we call τ emp , that is,
where argmax denotes the argument that makes the function maximum. This maximization is performed in our algorithm through the downhill simplex method, restricted here to one dimension [54] . The computation of the zeta function uses an algorithm based upon the Euler-Maclaurin series [55] ,
where B 2k are the Bernoulli numbers (B 2 = 1/6, B 4 = −1/30, B 6 = 1/42, B 8 = −1/30, . . . ) [36] . The desired approximation is obtained by applying the formula tog(k) = (a + k) −τ , for which the derivatives of order 2k − 1 arẽ
The sum from k = 1 to P is stopped when a minimum value term is reached [55] , or when k = P = 18. We also take M = 14. As a check, the reader can verify that this method allows to calculate ζ(2, 1) = π 2 /6 with more than 16 correct significant figures.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test
As, given a, the fit only depends on the geometric mean of the data, maximum likelihood can yield very bad fits if the data are not power-law distributed (because the estimation assumes a priori that that hypothesis holds). The second step (step 2) of the procedure is to measure the deviation between the data and the fit. For that purpose, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic d emp , defined as the maximum absolute difference between the (complementary) cumulative distributions corresponding to the empirical data and to the fit (parameterized by τ = τ emp ) [54] , i.e.,
where the maximization is performed for all values of x ≥ a, integer and not integer, and N x counts the number of data with values equal to or above x (defined only for x ≥ a).
Therefore, large and small values of d emp denote respectively bad and good fits. We recall that although g(x) is a pure power law above a, G(x) is only a power law asymptotically.
Simulation procedure
The next step (step 3) consists in the evaluation of which is good and which is bad; this is done with simulated data following the distribution obtained by maximum likelihood estimation, that is, a discrete power law defined for x ≥ a with exponent τ emp . The simulation procedure generalizes to the case a > 1 the rejection method explained by Devroye [45] .
Although more efficient procedures have been proposed [56] , we were not aware of them at the time of writing and running our code.
The generalization of the method of Ref. So, for a fixed value of a we end with a value of p that tells us the goodness of the fit.
Usually, values of p below 0.05 are considered bad, and therefore the hypothesis under testing (the goodness of the fit) is rejected, although this value is rather arbitrary. Repeating the whole procedure for different values of a we will obtain (or not) a set of acceptable a−values, together with their corresponding exponents. In order to select one of them, we just choose the smallest a−value (which yields the largest range) provided that p > 0.20. This concludes the fitting and testing procedure, leading to final values a * and τ * (denoted in the main text simply as a and τ , r a and α, or n a and γ). In a formula, a * = min{a such that p > 0.20}, which has associated the resulting exponent τ * emp . It is worth mentioning that the final p−value of the fit for varying a is not the one corresponding to fixed a = a * ; nevertheless, for our purposes its computation is not necessary.
Calculation of the rejection constant
The efficiency of the simulations of discrete power-law distributed numbers depends on finding the optimum rejection constant, which is given by the maximum of g(m)/q(m),
where the functions are defined in the previous subsection. We will show that the maximum is reached for the smallest value of m, as g(m)/q(m) is a monotonically decreasing function.
Let us calculate (removing irrelevant multiplicative constants), Indeed, a version of Bernoulli's inequality states that 1 + sz < (1 + z) s with s and z any real numbers fulfilling s > 1 and z > 0. For 1 < τ emp ≤ 2 we write
which is again smaller than (1 + m −1 ) τemp−1 , using the Bernoulli's inequality for τ emp > 1
(this demonstration also holds for τ emp > 2, but the previous one is simpler).
Logarithmic binning in the discrete case
In the plots, the fits are compared against the empirical probability mass functions. These are estimated adapting logarithmic binning [41, 46] , which uses a constant number of bins per order of magnitude (5 in our case), to discrete distributions [46] . Let us consider the intervals [x (k) , x (k+1) ), labeled by k = 0, 1 . . . with x (k+1) = Bx (k) and B = 5 √ 10 (in our case); the starting value x (0) is irrelevant, but the values of x (k) should not be integer, for numerical convenience. Then, each occurrence of x in the dataset is associated to a value of k using the formula
Next, the number of occurrences of x in the interval k (i.e., the number of types with frequency in the interval range, see the denominator of the formula below) is divided by the total number of occurrences of any value of x (which is N (a) = N a , changing notation for convenience) and by int(x (k+1) ) − int(x (k) ) (which counts the number of possible values of x in the interval, i.e., the number of integers). This yields the estimated value of the probability mass function g emp (x * k ) in the k−th interval,
where the value of the probability mass function is associated to a point x * k in the interval given by the geometric mean of the smallest and largest integer in the interval,
see Ref. [41] . Compare the last two formulas with Eq. 1.12 in Ref. [18] . Notice that our procedure estimates directly the probability mass function for small values of x (as the number of integers in each bin is one, or zero), but tends to its continuous version (the probability density) for large x (as the number of integers approaches the width of the bin).
Estimation of probability distributions for discrete but non-integer variables was described in Ref. [47] .
The error bars associated to g emp (x) can be estimated from the fact that the number of counts in a given bin can be considered binomially distributed (assuming that the data are not correlated, but this assumption is also made in order to apply maximum likelihood estimation; in practice it is enough that the number of data is much larger than the range of correlations). For a binomial variable the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean (the relative error) is given, approximately, by the inverse of the square root of the mean number of counts (if there is no bin that accumulates most of the counts). The same relation holds for g emp (x), because it is proportional to the number of counts and the proportionality constants vanish when the ratio standard deviation / mean is taken. Approximating the mean number of counts to the actual number of counts, then, the standard deviation of g emp (x) in bin k is obtained as
.
Finally, notice that the estimation of the empirical mass function does not play any role in the fitting and testing procedures, and it is shown in the plots just for illustrative purposes. There, we compare g emp (x), defined for x ≥ 1, with the fit g(x) defined for
x ≥ a; then, a correction constant is applied to the latter in order that the fit is properly (10), is also shown. We remark that ML estimation does not rely on the estimations of f (n) of S(n), these are shown here as a visual verification of the goodness of the fits. Expression (7) provides a good fit of f (n) for all n (not shown). (b) Translation of the previous ML fit of the n variable into the rank-size representation, given by the inverted Hurwitz zeta function of Eq. (11).
The corresponding values of r b turn out to be r b 5250 (discrete fit) and r b 1350 (continuous fit).
ML estimated valueγ
Simulated exponent α = 1.2 ⇒ γ = 1.833
Lower cut-off of the fit n a ML estimated exponentγ Fig. 5(b) ]. Notice the bending of f (n) for small n when Zipf's law is simulated for types.
